Abstract-The aim of this paper is to prove, mainly, a common fixed point theorem for six self mappings and its consequences under the condition of weakly compatible mappings in a Quasi-Gauge space.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rao (the first author of this paper) and Murthy [3] proved results on common fixed point of four self maps on QuasiGauge space, using continuity of mappings. Recently, Sharma and Tilwankar [5] pointed out that the continuity of mappings is not required to prove the results. Unfortunately their observation is not valid. Now in this paper, we extended the results of Rao and Murthy [3] under weaker conditions. , we have the usual convergence of a sequence {x n } in X ). Now, we give the following: Definition 1.6: Let (X,  ) be a Quasi-Gauge space. The pair of self maps {f,g} is said to be weakly compatible iff fgx =gfx whenever fx = gx for some
Definition 1.3([4]):
This is weaker than the previous one, in view of the following example. Now fg0 = 0 = gf0. Therefore, {f, g} is weakly compatible. Now we prove that self maps f and g are not (f, g) weak compatible. 
Thus the claims follow.
The following is useful in establishing our results. (ii) T(X)  A(X) and S(X)  B(X);
(iii) A and B are continuous ; Then the same conclusion of Theorem (1.9) holds. Sushal Sharma and Tilwakar [5] claimed the following, stating that the continuity of the mappings is not necessary in Theorems (1.9) and (1.10).
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Theorem 1.11([5]
). Let A, B, S and T be self maps on a left (right) sequentially complete Quasi-Gauge T 0 -space (X,  ) such that (i) the pairs {A, S} and {B, T} are weak compatible maps;
(ii) T(X)  A(X) and S(X)  B(X); 
Then A, B, S and T have a unique common fixed point.
Unfortunately in the proof they assumed that S(X) is complete which is not in the hypothesis. Now we establish a common fixed point theorem of six self maps on a sequentially complete Quasi-Gauge T 0 -space which generalizes Theorem (1.11) with the extra hypothesis of the completeness of a subspace of X.
MAIN RESULTS

Theorem 2.1:
Let 
n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n 
, which is a contradiction by (vii); Now we prove {y n } is a P-Cauchy sequence. For this, it is enough to show that {y 2n } is P -Cauchy. Suppose not ; then there is an 0  such that for each positive integer 2k there exist positive integers 2m(k) and 2n(k) such that for some
For each positive even integer 2k, let 2m(k) be the least positive even integer exceeding 2n(k) and satisfying (2. These imply that
Similarly, we get that
From equations (2.1.8) and (2.1.9), by virtue of (2.1.3), we get that
If p(y 2m(k) , y 2n(k) ) , proceeding as above, we get that
By taking x = x 2m(k) and y = x 2n(k)+1 in (vi), we get that
Since  is upper semi continuous, as
Therefore, {y n } is a P-Cauchy sequence in X.
Since X is sequentially complete, there exists a point z X  such that lim . 
